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Payables Automation

AP automation technology is now 

tested and proven.

When AP automation was first introduced, it held 

much promise. But too few proven results turned some 

companies away. Today, hard data and realworld 

case studies abound, and making an informed decision 

based on a clear cost/benefit analysis is much easier.

The AP department has taken on a 

more strategic role.

Once considered an administrative function, the AP

department has shifted towards a more strategic

role in helping companies achieve their financial

objectives. As a consequence, there is a greater

interest in automated processes that reduce

the time AP staff spends on low-value, manual

processes such as shuffling paper, performing data

entry, and answering supplier inquiries.

A tough economy makes costcutting a 

top imperative.

To stay competitive in a tough economy, companies 

are motivated to reduce overhead costs wherever 

possible. AP automation offers a way to cut costs

and increase efficiencies within a traditionally 

costheavy department.

Improved cash flow is critical to 

business competitiveness.

Cash liquidity is an increasing concern for today’s 

businesses, but AP departments can play a central 

role in ensuring a healthier cash flow and greater 

company stability. Automation technology allows AP 

departments to control payables more effectively and 

provide real-time visibility to liabilities moving through 

the organization.

Early payment discounts can reduce 

business costs.

Automated tools can now shorten invoice receiptto-

approval cycles, helping companies realize new 

discount capture opportunities and reduce the cost of 

doing business. Market-leading automation solutions 

integrate seamlessly with buyer initiated payment card 

providers, allowing for AP departments to also capture 

cash rebates on payments.

Market-leading, cloud-based 

technologies offer faster ROI.

Software as a Service (SaaS) models for AP automation 

allow companies to enjoy lightweight, on-demand 

services that dramatically slash startup and 

maintenance costs, allowing companies to see a return 

on their investment within months of implementation.
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AP automation handles paper and 

virtual invoicing.

Front-end invoice imaging and electronic invoicing

technologies have now converged, giving companies 

integrated solutions that can streamline paper and 

virtual invoices through a common process.

Automation meets the need for stricter 

external compliance.

AP automation offers a more rigorous tracking system, 

enhanced controls, and clear audit trails that ensure 

compliance with both internal policies and external 

legal requirements, such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.

Getting suppliers on board and up to 

speed is easier than ever.

Today’s AP automation solutions come with supplier 

recruitment practices to help your suppliers recognize 

the benefits of a virtual invoicing system and enjoy a 

more seamless transition.

Getting executive approval for AP 

automation has never been easier.

Obtaining approvals from senior management

for the implementation of an automation solution

is much easier with the new generation of SaaS

delivery models. SaaS automation defers costs over

longer periods, and because it can be classified

as an operating expense rather than a capital

expenditure, budget approval is often easier to get.

These solutions also require little to no IT resources

and time to implement. This removes another very

common limitation that prevents projects from

getting approved through the organization.
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About Corcentric

Corcentric is a leading provider of procurement and finance solutions that transform how 

companies purchase, pay, and get paid. Corcentric’s procurement, accounts payable, and 

accounts receivable solutions empower companies to spend smarter, optimize cash flow, and 

drive profitability. Since 1996, more than 6,000 customers from the middle market to the Fortune 

1000 have used Corcentric to unlock new potential within their enterprise.

To learn more call (800) 608-0809 or visit corcentric.com.


